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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the nonlinear integral equation 
.~(t) + 1” g(s, .+jj f7(t - 5) tis =f(tj? 
e-7 
- ,y., c.t<of. (‘3 
together with the associated nonlinear \-olterra equation 
Observe that these two equations are intrinsically different. The \-olterra 
equation (\-) is of evolutionary type. with implied initial data, while (E) is a 
functional equation for functions on the real line. 
In a series of earlier papers [5, 6, 71 we gave conditions on the kernel a, the 
nonlinearity g, and the forcing functionf which guarantee esistence, uniqueness. 
and asymptotic stability of solutions to (E) and (V). Our purpose here is to 
investigate the relationship between the two equations, particularly with regard 
to questions of asymptotic stability and the existence of periodic phenomena. 
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First we show that (E) is a “limit equation” for the I’olterra equation (I’) in 
the strong sense that an!’ bounded solution of(Y) is the asymptotic limit for all 
solutions of (E), and, conversely, that any eventually bounded solution of (E) is 
the asymptotic limit for all solutions of (Y). This implies, among other things, 
that either all solutions of (E) are eventually bounded or else all solutions of (E) 
are e\rentually unbounded. (For analogous results in infinite dimensions see 
Smith [ 131.) 
Now there is also a relationship between the two c1usse.z of equations repre- 
sented b!. (E) and (I’) above. RIiller [I 1. 121 h as shown that solutions of a given 
I’olterra equation (Y) approach a solution of sowze functional equation of type (E) 
along some sequence of translates. For a deep study of this latter type of asymp- 
totic behavior (which is rrot the subject of the present paper)9 see also the work 
of Levin and Shea [lo]. 
These earlier results, as well as our previous results [6, 71 on as!,mptotic 
behavior, are predicated on the hypothesis that equation (E) has solutions which 
are eventuallv bounded. That such solutions esist is bv no means obvious; 
in particular. we cannot yet show that bounded forcing functions produce 
bounded solutions, even for kernels which are bounded, nonnegative nonincrcas- 
ing. and integrable. In one of our earlier papers [7], we did eshibit a restricted 
class of such kernels for which bounded forcing produces bounded solutions.* 
The second half of this paper is devoted to an anal!-sis of periodic phenomena. 
\Ve show that when the forcing function is periodic, then (E) has periodic, and 
even unique periodic. solutions of the same period. If t/w kernel a is bounded, 
convex, norrnegati:~e. and integrable, and the nonlinearity g is sign-presewing and of 
algebraic groncth. sq of order p - 1 :.: 0, then periodic solutions exist whenewr 
the forcing function f is periodic and pth power integrable on period interzsals. Jr. in 
addition. the nonlinearit?* g is isotone. the periodic solutions czre uniyue. 
Results from the first and second parts can then be combined to answer 
affirmatil-ely such questions as: If the forcing for (1 ) I is asymptoticall!- periodic. 
are there solutions of (\‘) which are asynptotically periodic of the same period ? 
\\‘e present all our results in the context of real-valued functions even though 
some c~f our analysis is clearI!- meaningful for vector-valued or e\-en operator- 
valued functions. Recently Smith [I j] obtained interesting ;md important 
related results in the \-ector-valued context, but his results for periodic solutions 
are valid only for a restricted class of exponents p and under stronger smoothness 
hypotheses than those used here. It should be noted that our esistence result for 
periodic solutions (Theorem 4’) is connected with an existence question for a 
nonlinear Hammerstein equation. Apparently this particular problem is not 
subsumed under the general framework developed in a recent profound study of 
such equations by Brezis and Browder [I]. 
f .-lddd i?r Proof. See also Gripenberg [14]. 
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M’e consider mainI\- real-valued Bowl measurable functions on intervals in the 
real line. Results which remain meaninqful for wctor- or operator-wlued 
functions will be specificall!- remarked. Inter\& in the real line are ,generall! 
denoted b!, the letter I: the letters R md R+ are specifically restwed for the 
intervals (- %. x’) and [O. ,y. ). 
Tke kerrrtd n. The map s + a(s) on R+ alw~!.s denotes a bounded, non- 
negative. nonincreasing, integrable function. 11-e further suppose that n is 
nontrivial; that is. it does not I-anish almost ever\-where.’ Henceforth. for 
simplicit\~ such kernels \\ ill be called “decrescent.” 
Tke nditmrit v 9. The map (5, U) dg(s, II) on I :< R alwavs denotes a 
Caratheodory function: 
JI -gh u) is continuous for almost every s 5 I, 
s +g(s, Jr) is Bore1 measurable for e\‘erv II E R. 
The interval I in the domain of definition ofg is usually- R or R+. Occasionally 
I may denote a period interval-in case s -,g(s. U) is periodic on R (with the 
same period for each u E R). The choice will be clear from the context. 
By composition, e\‘ery such function g induces a Nemytskii operator G in the 
class of functinns on 1:” 
f‘ - ~7; 514 (Gj) (s) ‘~‘,g(s,~(s)). 
Sometimes we denote Gj by g :,f. 
IVe say that g, or G, is s&n-/wesereGzy. whene\,er 
q(s, II) ‘I 0 for every u, s almost eveqwhere; 
isotorw/strict!v isotone, whenever 
J4 -g(s, Jr) is isotone,‘strictly isotone, s almost evervn-here; 
eewztual!~3 Lipsckitr at zwo, whenever for each JI :> 0 there exist numbers 
p(M) and T(:lZ). such that 
I g(s, 4 ‘C P(.W I u I * / II 1 .<; JI, s ‘..;. T(M) almost everywhere; 
’ “Integrable” here means “Lebesgue integrable,” and the terms “almost everywhere” 
and “essentially” mean “except on a set of Lebesgue measure zero.” 
t It can be show that C; preserves Bore1 mensurability whenever g is a Coratheodor\ 
function. 
J \\‘e use the term “eventually” to mean “on some interval of the form [T, x,)” provided 
that the function in question is defined in such a neighborhood of infinity. 
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and 
w~entuall~~ lorali~~ Lipschit:. whenever for each iY 1~ 0 the function (s, U) --+ 
g(r, u + ejj - g(s. ~9) is eventually Lipschitz at 0. uniformly for all ~9 E [-K’, K]. 
(That is, T =: T(.If, K). p = ~(111, K).) 
The follo\\ine lemma is referred to in the sequel. 
L~nrnr.~ (Chain Rule) [5]. Let a be a bounded. wonnegati~e, nowincreasing 
kernel4 and let g be a Caratheodor~ function. Then the-function .-1Gs defined through 
f H (.-1G.v) (t) = [ox g(t - s, x(t - s)) a(s) ds 
is local!\~ absolutely continuous whenez~er function s is such that the integral is 
defined (finite) f or PZWJ t. In this case the dericati,ve .zv is gi.zlen for almost ezwy t 
bjs 
(z) (t) = g(t, x(t)) a(0) + i” g(t - s, .z(t - s)) da(s), 
where da denotes the normalized right-continuous Lebesgue-StieltjPs measure induced 
bv a. 
I\‘e close this section with our version of a theorem of Levin on asymptotic 
stability. 
LEVIN’S THEOREM (=\synptotic Stability) [6-g]. Let a be a dtvrescent kernel, 
and let g be a sign-presereing Caratheodory function which is ee~entually Lipschita 
at zero. Suppose further that the forcing function f is eventually continuous and 
ex~entuall\~ of bounded variation. Then rrhenwer (E) or (V) has a solution s, the 
following estimate ho Ids 3 
min(O,f(x’)l < Iinljnf x(t) < liyup s(t) :/ mas{O,f (8x8)). 
In particular, ;fj( ~2) = lim t+r fpj = 0, then lim,,, s(t) = 0. 
3. THE LlhlIT EQUATION AND iW’MPTOTIC ST.4BILITY 
Our first result shows precisely in what sense the term “limit equation” is 
appropriate. To avoid cumbersome notation we adopt the following convention: 
M’hen the same letter (for g) is used simultaneously in equations (E) and (Y), 
a For this result m need not be integrable. 
6 J. J. Levin [9] shoas by esample that the hypotheses of the theorem do not guarantee 
that lim,,a. X(I) exists. 
it is tacitly assunwd that the t\\o t‘tlncticbns acres 1111 their common domain 
(R+ or Ri R). 
lim(x(t) - J-(t)) =: 0 I- 1 
whenever (ij s is a solution af the limit equation (E) which is wentuall~ (zssentialiy) 
bounded and F is a solution of the I *oltlTrra equation (\-). or (ii) J’ is an (essentiall~~) 
bounded solution of the lblterra equation (1.) and .v is a solution of the limit rqua- 
tiou (E). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let s be a solution of (E) and let J’ he a solution of (I’). 
Then, on R+. 
[.r(f) - F(t)] + 1: [,Y(.T. X(S)) - g(s, J(S))] a(t - 5) ds =/-*(t), 
where f” is the function on R+ given b> 
j‘ ‘(f) = - lo g(s, X(S)) a(t - ,s) ds. 
. -;- 
We claim that f* is of bounded variation on R+. RIoreover, 
J*(m) = l(“‘y*(t) = 0. 
The first claim follows from the following appraisal for YaroT(l*), the varia- 
tion off* on [0, T], for T >O (here {ti), i = 0 ,..., ‘Yf , denotes an arbitrary 
partition for [0, T]): 
5 If”(f,j -f”(tl-I)I 
i=l 
= $I ( /:x ds, 4s)) [4tl - 4 - a(fi-1 - s)l ds 1 
5: lo /I g(s, s(s))l 5 1 a(t, - s) - a(tiel - s)I ( ds 
. -.n i=l 
= \” 1 g(s, s(s))] [a(-s) - a(T - s)] ds < 1” 1 g(s, x(s))\ a(-s) ds, 
s-C.2 - --s. 
where we have made use of the monotonicity of a(.). That is, 
Var,:(f *) < 1” j g(s, s(s))l a( -5) ds 
--.x2 
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for every T > 0. Now the right-hand integral is finite, since x was assumed to 
be a solution of(E). Hence the variation off* is finite on R+. Finally, to see that 
lim,,, f*(t) = 0, b o serve that lrm,_, a(s) = 0, since a is decrescent, then use 
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem in the espression for f “. This 
establishes the claim. 
To prove part (i) write z = s - y so that on R+ 
where g(i) is given b! 
Since g is isotone, gu) is a sign-preserving Caratheodov function. Since .v is 
supposed to be eventually (essentially) bounded, it follows that g(r) is eventually 
Lipschitz at zero. Thus the hypotheses of Levin’s theorem are satisfied, and 
lim,,,. 2(t) = 0. 
To prove part (ii), write z = s - ~-so that on R+ 
z(t) + j;g(,&, z(s)) a(t - s) ds =J‘“(t), 
where g,n, is given bl 
=\s before, g(rr) is a sign-preserving Caratheodory function which is eventually 
Lipschitz at zero. Hence Levin’s theorem again implies that lim,,, e(t) = 0. 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
In Theorem 1, following our convention, the forcing terms in (E) and (Y) 
agree on R+. However, the proof of Theorem 1 is easily modified to include 
different forcing terms. 
THEOREM 1’ (The Limit Property, Asymptotically Equal Forcing). Let a be 
n decrescent kernel and let g be an isotone Caratheodoryfunction zchich is ewntually 
locally Lipschits. Let s be a solution to (E) corresponding to the forcing function fE , 
and let y be a solution to (I’) corresponding to the forcing function fkr . Supposefurther 
that the di@rence f =fE - fv is ewntual[y continuous and ewntuallq’ of bounded 
variation. Then, if z denotes the d#erence s - J, ece haeve 
niin{O,f(,x~)} 5: l$nrrf z(t) 5: lir;i4~~up o(t) :< max{O,f(r;o)} 
wkenever either .x or y is eventually (essentially) bounded. In particular, if 
lim,,,=f(t) = j(m) = 0, then 
ljK;(s(t) - j’(I)) = 0. 
The next result concerns the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (I’). 
that is, the solutions of (V) are asynptotical[v equal to the forcitlg fzmtion. 
Proof of Theorem 2. I\‘e can rewrite (I’) in the form 
(At) -f(t)) + 1’ [g(s, W)) - g(s,f(sj)] a(t - sj ds 
‘0 
= - 1” g(s, f (s)) a(t - sj t/s. 
- I, 
Setting z =-v -f. 
,P*(“, 4 = g(s,f (s) + 4 - g(s,f(s)), 
and 
f *(tj = - (‘r,f(s,f(s,) a(t - s) cis. 
- 11 
we get a I’olterra equation equivalent to (V): 
z(t) + 1’ g r(s, u”(s)) a(t - s) ds =f *(i). 
‘0 
The theorem is proved upon showing that lim,,, z(t) = 0. 
First, observe that our hypotheses guarantee that p’” is a sign-preserving and 
isotone Caratheodory function which is eventually Lipschitz at zero. 
Nest, we deduce by a form of Young’s inequality (see Leitman and Rlizel. 
l974), the estimate: 
\‘aroT(f /) 2: II g(~,f(*))ll,l,,,,, \‘aroT(a) d ~703 II g(~,r‘(*))l’,l,,,a,, 
for each T 5.. 0. Our hypotheses guarantee that ($ c,.f) is integrable. so that the 
variation off” on R+ is bounded. 
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If we can show that lim,,, j ‘(t) = 0, we can apply Levin’s theorem to (Y”) 
to conclude that lim,,, ~(1) = 0. To do this, write f* in the form 
f f(t) = u(O) Jy (g c.J) (sj ds - .I;: (g of) (s) (2 “(t - S) dj, 
where a” is the estension of a to R gken b! 
a*(s) = a(s): 5 ;> 0 
= a(0): s < 0. 
Clearly the first term has limit zero as t -+ ~TJ. The same is true of the second 
upon obsening that u* is bounded, nonnegatiw, nonincreasing, and integrable 
on R+ , so that lirn,,, a*(t) = 0, and then using Lebesgue’s dominated con- 
vergence theorem. Theorem 2 is proved. 
Renlarks. (I) The preceding argument will also apply ifg ;,fis in 2” + BIT 
(see [7, Theorem 3.21). Hence nontrivial cases in\.olving autonomous g are 
included: g(s, y) = I, f( 8x8) F zero of ,c. 
(,2) If the forcing function is asymptotically periodic, the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2 may ?rot be satisfied. Thus \\-e cannot yet \-erify the assertion in the 
introduction that asymptotically periodic forcing produces asymptotically 
periodic solutions of the same period. Howe!-er, the assertion is valid if, in 
Theorem I ‘, fE is periodic andf = fE - f,. satisiies the hypothesis of that theo- 
rem, including lim,,, -f(t) = 0. Of course we must assume that (E) has a bounded 
periodic solution (of the same period) corresponding tofE . In the nest section 
we will give conditions under which this assumption is I-alid. 
The nest result, a corollary to Theorem 2, concerns the asymptotic behavior 
of solutions of (I-). 
C:OROLLARY OF THEoREnr 2 (.kyrnptotic Stability). [/’ jl und f2 are two 
functions &rose d#erence is eewtuul~~ irr 2”. if !1 urrd .)‘2 are corresponding 
solutions of tke I*ofterru equatim (1.) at least oae of rclrick, s~ljv yi , is exntuall~ 
(essential!\*) bounded, and <f,yi :, (J, - j,‘) is in Y’l. wkere p,is. II) = (g(s, yj(s) + u) 
- g( s. Fi(s)). then 
$$4) - Fdt)) - (h:z(t) - fdtO1 = 0. * 
Irt particular, if lim,,,(~l(t) -fi(tj) = 0, tken lim,,,x(~~,(t) - yl(t)) = 0. 
Proof’ of tke CorollarJv. \Vrite f = .f, - fi , y = ~9~ - y, , and suppose for 
definiteness that ~9~ is eventually (essentially) bounded. Then on R+, 
j(t) + frgl(~,~(s)) a(t - S) ds = f (tl, 
-” 
hi4 LF I I-JI.JN .AND hllZtL 
where 
It is easy to see that g, satisties the hypotheses of Theorem 2 whenever g does. 
Hence -v is asyptotically equal to .t: 
.% parallel argument is used if ~8~ is e\,entually (essentially) bounded. The 
Corollary is pro\-ed. 
Remnrk. If WC are giwn the \-olterra equation (Y) at the outset with g 
defined on R+ x R andf defined on R+. then any estension ofg to R x R and f 
to R will produce an associated limit equation of type (E). The previous results 
remain valid so long as the estended functions maintain the desired properties. 
Extensions may he chosen in some convenient way. For example, if f and g 
can be estended periodically, of the same period, periodic solutions to (E) ma! 
exist. This situation is investigated in the nest section. 
To gain some insight into which conditions might guarantee that periodic 
forcing produces periodic solutions, we consider the special case of equilibriurrr. 
Suppose that f is the constant function, say with \-alue c, and g depends onI> 
upon its second argument: 
t -f(t) = f. 
(5, N) + g(s. uj = ,p(u). 
Then the constant solutions (or equilibrium solutions) of (E) are just those 
solutions u of the algebraic equation 
II + “j(U) = L‘, (C) 
where 
Note, by the \vay, that (escept for trkial g) the integrahilit!- of the kernel is 
necessary for there to be constant solutions. 
(i) If g is a sign-presen-ing C’aratheodoy function this means that g is 
continuous and sign-preserving. In this case (C) has at least one constant 
solution u for each number c. 
To see this, fis c and consider the fixed points of the map 
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\Vithout loss in generality we may suppose that c > 0. Since 4(u) 3> 0 when 
I( ,r: 0 and 4(u) 5: c when II > 0, the fixed points of 4 (if any) must lie in the 
interval [0, c]. Now the image of [O, c] under 4 need not be included in [0, c] 
since {U E [0, c]: ai >. c) need not be empty. Consider the modified map 4~ 
of [O, c] 
$+(uj = +(zz): d(u) 2 0 
= 0: $4(u) < 0. 
Clearly ++ is a continuous map of [0, c] into [0, c] so that it has at least one fixed 
point, say 6. But d+(G) = $(ti) since a+(u) = zi ;> 0. 
If. in addition to being sign-preserving, g is isotone. there is esactly one 
constant solution i(c) corresponding to each number t-. RIoreover, the map 
(‘ + 22(c) is (Lipschitz) continuous, isotone, sign-preserving, and sublinear. 
(ii) If ,p is an isotone, but not necessarily sign-preserving Caratheodor! 
function, then (C) has esactly one solution u for each number c. RIoreover the 
map c + 24 is continuous. 
To verify this assertion, set E’ = c - u, and consider the fixed points of 4~: 
Since -1 c dp(c) - <i(c - .zl) is sign-presening and isotone it follow from the 
above remarks that I,S has esactly one tised point G(c) for each number c.~ Thus 
ii(c) = c - G(c) is the unique constant solution corresponding to c. 
Remark. .Js remarked earlier [5]. in general, uniqueness is not expected. 
Hence there may exist nonconstant solutions as well. However, if i is isotone 
the techniques of Section 3 can be used to show that any nonconstant solutions 
of (E) must approach the (unique) value of the constant solution as t + 0x1. 
\\.e turn now to the case in which the forcing function f is T-periodic of 
period T ::-. 0. Since we consider periodic functions of a fised arbitraq period, 
we consistentlv use the term “periodic” to mean “T-periodic (T > O).” The 
nest theorem characterizes the periodic solutions of (E). First we prove the 
following. 
LEnrnr.\ (Periodic Kernel). Let a be a decrescent kernel. Dejine aT. on R+ bj-: 
az-(s) = x a(s + kT). 
k=O 
(“J 
6 The fixed point lies in [ai( 0] or [0, ,J(c)] according to whether $(c) is nonpositive 
or nonnegative. 
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Tketr a, is a bounded, tzonnegatiz. tlouincreasing futtrtiott on R.; III JczcI 
f 1’ o(jj dj I . at ‘. a(~j + f 1’ a(j) dj. 
- I, - I? 
[aT(s + NT) - aT(s + (II + 1) Tj] = (t(s + ttT), 5 E [O, T). II = 0, 1, z,... 
Furtltermore, if a is cowe.v iken so is a7 . 
Proof of’tlre Letttmu. That uT is nonnegative and nonincreasing is immediate. 
To see that ar is bounded, we w-if!, the inequality for a,(O). 
li’e have 
~~(0) = i a(kT) = a(O) + f n(kT). 
I, 4, I;=1 
But 
which yields the second inequality. The first follows from the obserxation that 
.‘. 
x Tu(kT) 2: j:,’ c/(s) ds. 
I;=,, 
The given equality follows at once from the definition. The convexity assertion 
also follows since the increasing limit of convex functions is conws. 
THEOREM 3. Let a be a decrescent kernel and let g be a Carutheodor>f unction 
whiclr is periodic: 
s + g(s, u) is periodic jior eack u E R. 
Tken the periodic solutions s of (E) corresponding to tlte periodic forcittg function f 
are precisely tlte periodic extensions oJm the solutions on [0, T) of tlte ~follouittg (non- 
linear) Hammerstein equntiott : 
i E 10, 7% W 
where ii7 is tke periodic estension to [- T, T) of tl ze uric ion aT. restricted to [0, T). f t 
: It does not follow that nr is integrable (and hence decrescent) on R+. C‘onsider, for 
example. s + Q(S) = (I + s)+.‘. 
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PYOO~ of Theoreln 3. Suppose s is a periodic solution of(E). 
form 
\Vrite (E) in the 
s(t) + + s’“‘“’ 
,Z,) 1: r
(p i, .x) (f - s) a(s) cis ==f(f). 
Then. b!, a change of variable. 
s(t) + 1 1 (,F I s)(t - 5 - kT)o(s + kT)tis =.f(f). 
I=” ‘0 
But our hypotheses guarantee that g $3 s is periodic whenever s is periodic. Hence 
v(f) + .f fT (,y ? s) (t - s) a(s + KT) t/s =f(t). 
k-0 ‘0 
By virtue of the kmma and the nIonotone Convergence Theorem.8 we can 
interchange summation and integration to obtain 
Finally, if ‘i, denotes the periodic ester&on to [- T, T) of II~ restricted to [0, T), 
a change of variable yields (H) for functions s on [0, T). 
Conversely ifs is a solution to (H) on [0, T), the above steps can all be reversed 
to show that the periodic extension of .r satisfies (E). 
Thus (H) characterizes the periodic solutions of (E), and the theorem is 
proved. 
\\‘e now fix our attention on the Hammerstein equation (H). It is convenient 
to cast this problem into operator form and then specialize to the problem at 
hand. 
Tn the sequel, p and q always denote conjugate esponents; that is, for 
I < p < ccl, l/p -+ I/q = 1, while for p = 1, q = ,x. By L’ we mean the 
Banach space L”([O, T)) of (classes of) pth power integrable functions on [0, T) 
For u E LP and eq EL” we write 
‘:Ef, ,C“ = 1’ U(f) ,i’(t) dt, 
‘,I 
and recall that 
11 ul’f, = fr 1 u(t)l” dt. 
-0 
8 Applied of course to I(g 5 s)(f - s)l a(s + kt). 
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Let .cJ: L’ -+ Lp denote a completely continuous (compact) linear operator. !/ 
A + .r/.\ is giz.en bjq 
then .d is such an operator [2. p. 6583. 
.r/ is said to he nonnegatizv (p0siti.z.e) l/finite whenever 
,.%.v, s . Of ,O), s c L’c. s = 0. 
If the del‘rescent kernel a is l’oni’e.v, then .d, gizsea bv ( ’ ’ ). is nonlr1egntiz.e ciejtlite.!’ 
This assert’ Ion is easy by Fourier series in case y = 2. Fur q 2 the assertion 
also holds since L” C LL, q . 2. For I q s.. 2. the result follows from thr 
density of L’ in L’J together with a continuity argument. 
Let $5 : L’, -+ L” denote a hounded continuous (tklincar) uprratrbr. If 9 = G. 
the .\‘emn~ltskii operator induced b)f the nonlinemrit~ g. l” then n necessar 1’ 0th~ sufficierrt 
conditiort that G: L” + L’j is that there exist a function tx E L’j tmf C$ ronstunt $.e 0 
SUCII that [?. 4, 71 1 g(“, u)I cl(s) + /3 I u ID-1 f or all u e R and almost ever\- 
s E [O. T). \\‘ithout loss in generality take IY, /3 such that ,I ,l I:~, 0, with /3 0 
when I I._ p x,. and 13 = 0 when p =: I. 
!9 is said to hc s&wpresewiq whew\-er 
If :4’ = G, the ,l’enlj*tskii operator irrduceci b! the nonlinearity g, then ~9 is siyrr- 
presewirig if arid ouh, if <g is sign-presewing. 
!!T is said to be monotone (stricthn monotone) whenever 
.y’ - .y” zzz 0 implits 5’ - .\.i’ , /, y’ - <4.yv: y. 0 ( y-. O), x’, .s” 6 L’,. 
If ‘9 = G, the ,l’errlj*tskii operator induced by the nonlinearity g. then 9 is monotone 
(strict!v nionotone) wheneiTer g is isotone (strict!\, isotone). 
Consider the (nonlinear) Hammerstein operator equation in L,,: 
s + .d~.s =J (27 
If ,z/ is givrn hy ( ’ *) and d = G, the Nemytskii operator induced by the non- 
linearity g. then (X) reduces to the characterizing equation (H). \Ve seek 
solutions s F Lp corresponding to fe P. 
THEOREM 4 (Esistence). Let =%: L’1 ---f Lfi he cr complete!\, continuous, non- 
negatke definite (line(w) operator. and let ‘5’: Lfi -L” be a bounded, continuous, 
o In fact, 1f9 ; 2, convexity (strict convexitv) of a implies that is nonnegative (positive) 
definite. 
lo In the definition oig here take I = [0, T). 
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sign-preserving (nonlinear) operator. Further suppose that there is a futlction 
or~LQandaconstant~,with/3>Oifl ~p<~r~,~=Oifp=I,suchthat 
(poin twise almost ez~erjwkere). 
Then. for each f E L”, the operator rquatiorl (2-j has at least one solution s E Lfi. 
.IIoreover, erer! such solution .v F I,” sati$es the a priori estimate 
zcjhere 111 ;) is the operator mm of ,r~‘: LO ---c Lp. arid K(p, a. /3. f) is a constant 
depending on!\, on p, O, 8. awd f. 
Remark. The case p = ,x8 can be included as well; we Bretis and Browder 
[l. Theorem B]. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The argument uses 
Krasnosel’skii and Zabreiko [1. pp. 459-4601. 
a fised point technique of 
First we establish the a priori estimate. In the case 1 -: p c:: 8x8. suppose that 
.Y e Lk is a solution of (3’ ). Then 
and, since ..pJ is nonnegative definite and ‘3 is sign-preserving. 
1 .\’ 1 , 1 L4.V i : i ,, f. 3.V. 
From the hypotheses of the theorem on the growth of Y we see that 
(9 
p-q P[( 1 9.v 1 - ,)+yI’ : \’ I . (ii) 
where ( )+ denotes the positive part of ( ). Now, using (i) and (ii), 
Hence 
(iii) 
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Non 
By Hijlders inequalit! 
Combining (iii) and (kj we get 
ll(l 9.v 1 - l)+ll;l :/ pq” ‘Ill.fllr. [II 81 lll? + Iltl ‘$s I - .“)+llJ (v) 
Since q > 1 there esists a constant fi(p. -2, P;.f) depending only upon p, N. p, 
and 11 jllLc such that” 
Finally, since 
the triangle inequality and (vi) yield 
11 :4’s lIL’ . ..I R(p, ‘1, j?: f) + , ,1 IIL.:. 
or. equivalently. 
Returning to the operator equation (Y), 
where (I(..# [I( is the operator norm of .d: L ‘2 + LP. The a priori estimate follows 
at once from (vii) and (\,iii). 
” The constant &p, 1, &f) in (vi) may he taken to he fi(p, 1, /3:.f) = p II ,\ 11~0 +
B II/ II:;‘. 
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In case p = I, the a priori estimate follows at once from (viii) and the growth 
estimate in the hypotheses. Since we may set /.3 = 0 without loss in generality, 
we may take K( 1, a, 0, f) = 11 a L, in the a priori estimate. [I 
For f~ L’ write 
u = u(f) = llfllrll + II/ .:JlIl [q/J. A. B:j 1 + I, 1 llLil. (ix) 
Note that under our hypotheses 
ll.hlLD < fJ(.f). (4 
Thus by I-irtue of the a priori estimate, (3 1) has no solutions outside 
L, = {J E Lfi: /I .\‘ llrr :, u(f);. 
Following ir the argument of [4]: 
Define the auxiliary operator :;B on LJ, ,C [0, I] b! 
Observe that for X = 0 the tiscd points of the map .Y +.3(x, 0) are precisely the 
solutions of (X), while for .\ = 1. we ha\-e \ +.3(x. 1) =f, the constant map 
with wluef. For each A E [0, I], the map s --f n(s. A) is completely continuous; 
moreover, its fixed points (if any) satisf!- [putting (1 - A) .d for 9 in (l-iii)]: 
I/ .v IILY ?I u(f) - *\ /iI .(l III Alp. ‘1, /%.f). (si) 
Hence the fised points of s -3(x, A) lie in .S,,(,) for each ,\ E [0, I]. Hereafter 
we denote u(.i) by u and I/ s llLp b!- 11 .v 11 . 
The theorem is proved on showing that the map s -+S’(.Y, 0) has at least one 
tised point. To do this construct a new nonlinear operator % in L” as follows: 
I 
2q.q 0): I( .Y (I E [O, u] 
..8(.~, (11 s 11 uj - 1): 11 .v II E (u, 2~) 
Now since (x, A) -+.3(x, ,\) is jointly continuous, it follows that 8’ is completel! 
continuous. nIoreo\-er the range of ‘6. is compact.lz By the Lerq-Schauder 
theorem, % has at least one fised point .I” EL”: 
I’ It is contained in the range of 2’ on S,, [O,l] - eqxmded hy the factor 3. 
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All that remains is to show that ]I x* llLy r[:, 0, so that 
B.y” Z d(Ji”, 0) = -&9x” -+ f, 
(i) Suppose 11 .P llLD E (u, 20). Then 
A:” z 11 x fi Ii,10 - 1 e (0, 1). 
But then I/ ss liLI E [O. oj by (si), which is impossible. 
(ii) Suppose 11 .Y”’ llLv E [20, 3~). Then, since /3(x, I) = f, 
.I.*: = 11 x* 11/(4u - ij XT” II)f. 
Since Ilfl;LP <.: 0, we have 
or 
which is impossible. 
(iii) Suppose 11 I* /ILo E [h, CC‘). Then x* = 3f 
Hence, since IlfllLP T: u, 
which is impossible. 
Thus \I .Y” IILp E [O, u] and Theorem 4 is proved. 
The uniqueness of solutions to (.Xj is given b! 
THEOREM 5 (Uniqueness). !f .d: Lq + Lp is a nonnegative (positive) definite 
lirwar operator. and if (8: LP ---f LQ is strict!\1 monotow (monotone) then the fAP 
solutions of (2) are unique. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let x’ and x” be distinct solutions of (.#) then 
(.Y’ - .v”j + ,$(9x - 9~“) = 0. 
IYe ma)- as well suppose that 3.x’ - %s” + 0, for otherwise s’ = x”. Now if 
& is nonnegative definite, then (taking the inner product with 5x’ - 5x”) 
(.y’ - .y”, SW’ - 9.y”) < 0, 
which is impossible if ‘% is strictly monotone; while if .c/ is positive definite, then 
:;y - x”, 3x’ - 9x” , < (.), 
which is impossible if 9’ is monotone. Theorem 5 is proved. 
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\Ye can now easily specialize the above esistence and uniqueness theorems 
to the specific equation (H). Based on the discussion preceding them we have 
the following special cases of Theorems 4 and 5. 
THEORERI 4’ (Esistence). Let a be a convex decrescent kernel, and let g be II 
sign-preserving Caratlreodor! function u~hich satisfies the following growth condi- 
tion: There is a function a t L,J and u constant /3. with /? 0 if 1 < p < CO, 
p = 0 if p = 1. surh that 
I g(s. 4 < a(s) f p / II I~-1 for all u E R and ulmost all s E [0, T]. 
Then for each f E Lfi, the Hammerstein equation (H) has at hast one solution 
s EL”. .Iloreoe~er, all such solutions satisfln the estimate 
THEOREhI 5’ (~~niqUene.SS). Solutions of(H) in Lr are unique whenever a is a 
coneyes deerescent kernel and g is an isotone Caratheodory function. 
Proof of Theorem 5’. The result follows at once from Theorem 5 when g is 
strictly isotone. When g is isotone, but not strictly isotone. follow the proof of 
Theorem 5 to conclude that the nonnegative definiteness of A! = d and mono- 
tonocity of 9 = G together imply- 
’ \ys - s”, Gs’ - Gs” \ - 0 ,-! 
when Gs’ - Gx” -f 0. Set s = s’ - x”, to get 
1 T.~(s) [g(s, x(s) + x*(s)) - ,g(s, s”(s))] ds = 0. ‘0 
Since 
u - [g(s, u + s”(s)j - g(s, X”(S))] 
is sign-preserving, we must have 
g(s, x(s) + s’(s)) - g(s, X”(S)) = 0 
for almost every s such that s(s) + 0. But this violates the assumption in the 
proof of Theorem 5 that Gx’ - Gx” + 0. Thus Theorem 5’ is proved. 
N’e have seen SO far that solutions exist \vhen g is sign-preserving, and are 
unique when g is isotone. If g is isotone, but not necessarily sign-preserving, we 
can still obtain an existence and uniqueness result. 
THEOREM 6. Let a be a coaxes decrescent kunel, and let g be an isotone 
Carutheodory function which satisfies the growth condition of Theorem 4’. Then, 
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/or each f E L’*, equation (H) I ul3 0 unique solution s E L I’_ .l toreoew. the solutio~~.s 
01’ (H) satisfv the a priori estimate 
‘I .\‘ ILL’. llfll,,~ 7 ,‘I %I’1 K’fp- ,I. Af) 
Proojof Tkeorem 6. Equation (H) can be cast in the form 
First ohserve that g” satisfies the hypotheses of Theorems 4’ and 5’ with ,I 
replaced hy A* = 2 (e + ,t? / f l”-l), irhile I’* EL” and 
Thus Theorems 4’ and 5’ apply to (H “): There is a (unique) solution 2 - Lt’ 
to (H’) which satisfies the a priori estimate 
Hence, since A =f + 2, 
Set K+“(p, a. $..I’) = K(p, cz’, /3,.i,“) + II LZ IILO + j3 Iifl:$‘. 
Theorem 4’. 5’? and 6 now yield results on the existence and uniqueness of 
periodic solutions of (E). 
THEOREM 7 (Esistence and IJniqueness of Periodic Solutions of (Ej). 
Let a be a cortex liecrescent kernel, and let g be a periodic Cnratheodool:\~ fwrctiotr 
wlrieh is sign-preserhg or isotone and satisfies the grorctlr condition qf Tkeorrm 4’ 
on period interulls. Tkerr. for MC~ periodic forcing wfutrrtion f in Lf’ on period 
intervals, the equation (E) kus a periodic solutiotr s in L’, on period intewals. 
Furtkermore, the periodic solutions are unique if g is isotorre. 
Remark. By virtue of the Chain Rule Lemma, all solutions s of (E) are 
such that s -f is locally absolutely continuous. Thus (i) s may have a jump 
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discontinuity at a point if and ml!- iff has; and (ii) iff is bounded on an intenal, 
then so is x. 
l\‘e conclude with the assertion made in the Introduction. 
THEORE~I 8. Let (f) denote the lb/terra equation on R+: 
j’(t) + (.I <(s,?(s)) a(t - 5) ds = j(,t). (i,) 
Suppose that j has a periodic estension g to R ;< R and that -1 is ~swptotically 
equal to a bounded periodic function f on R in such a x?aF that f - .f is eeqentual!v 
continuous and ez~entua& of bounded .z,ariation. Then, if a, g. and f satisfy the 
conditions sf Theorem 7 .for existence and uniqueness, and *5; is c~~entual<v loca& 
Lipschitz, all solutions JV of ( f) are asjwiptotical!v equal to the (un;que) periodic 
solution s qf the limit equation (E). 
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